
PEDDLER’S LICENSES 
Basic Rules and Badge Guidelines 

 

WHAT ARE THE SOLICITNG RULES FOR COLUMBUS? 
 Badge must be clearly displayed on the solicitor 

company-issued badges DO NOT substitute for peddler’s licenses 
licenses from Hilliard or other areas are not valid here in Columbus 

 Soliciting hours: only between 9 AM and 6 PM (even with a license) 

 If you say “no” to a solicitor one time, they must stop trying to sell to you 

 Each individual solicitor must have a badge 
 
WHO NEEDS A PEDDLER’S LICENSE?  

Anyone who solicits for money 
 Includes solicitors who are “just giving free estimates” ...if they can write a contract, they 

are soliciting 
 EXCEPTIONS: Kids from school groups or Girl/Boy Scouts. Also, religious groups can go 

door to door talking about their religion, or political groups can have you sign a petition 
(and can work past 6 P). Both must have a special license to ask for money. 

 NO OTHER EXCEPTIONS (NO “court rulings”; NO “my boss has it” or “I forgot it”; NO “I 
thought I was in Hilliard”): They can come back after they can display a valid license (AND 
Hilliard requires a permit too). 

 
SHOULD I CALL THE POLICE WHEN A SOLICITOR IS HERE?  
 Yes. If no license, tell them the first three rules and ask them to stop selling. 
 If they knock on another door after that, contact police 

 Describe the solicitor, the direction of travel, and any vehicle information. 
Let the police take it from there. 

Let the block watch know about your experience so we can monitor this activity. 

 
WHAT DO THE 2014 ANNUAL BADGES LOOK LIKE? 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Slot for neck lanyard or 

clip to hold badge on 

All solicitors who apply for a peddler’s license are subject to a criminal background check and must provide spe-cific personal information for scrutiny by the City 

2014 tri-annual badges are blue and vertical. 
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